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Abstract. The following estimation stationary problems in various ranges of magnetic field strength on the Sun are 
considered. 1) Estimation of latitudinal drift of magnetic field stream as a wave train with various rotation periods in 5-
degree latitude bands of the Sun by the correlation models applying. 2) Determination of differential rotation of 
magnetic field stream and latitudinal drift its separate components, possessing certain significant rotation periods in 
some given period intervals in latitude intervals by applying of spectral models of stationary random process, 
concerned with the solar magnetic field stream in these bands. Differential character of the magnetic field rotation is 
exhibited in exclusive dependence of rotation period (velocity) from the latitude, not stacked in conventional 
mechanistic representations about solid-state rotation (on equator rotation is faster, than at high latitudes). The 
obtained time series analysis results of the observational data are be in accord with the qualitative deductions 
following from the theoretical models. The found out new regular dependence of increase of the magnetic structures 
rotation period on the latitude of their emersion on the Sun surface is interest for the theory of the differential Sun 
rotation and for the solar cycle theory. 
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1 Introduction 
 
At the research of magnetic fields on the Sun on the basis of observations measure a longitudinal magnetic field, i.e. 
normal component of magnetic field strength. Thus in each point of the Sun surface in some current realization of the 
field we observed either a field "+" (N) - northern or "-" (S) - southern polarity. The field "+" (N) - northern polarity is 
directed from the Sun, and a field "-" (S) - southern polarity - is directed to the Sun. The imbalance of fields in each 
point of the Sun surface can be calculated as the vectorial sum of the N-and S-polarities field strengths. The study of the 
unbalance of "+" and "-" fields on the Sun is actual as the N-and S-polarities unbalance stream of magnetic fields from 
all Sun substantially determines a state of an interplanetary magnetic field and influences on the solar-terrestrial 
relationship. 

Differential character of the magnetic field rotation is exhibited in the exclusive dependence of the rotation period 
(velocity) from the latitude, not stacked in the conventional mechanistic representations about the solid-state rotation 
(on equator rotation is faster, than at high latitudes). 

The author’s article [1] is devoted to the estimation of stationary differential rotation of the magnetic fields on the 
Sun with application of the spectral analysis methods. 

Applications of the spectrum analysis methods to the estimation of the differential rotation of the structural 
formations observed in the Sun atmosphere and the choice of the most applicable method from the viewpoint of the 
realistic estimates of the power spectral density (PSD) obtaining are considered in the authors’ article [2]. 

Time series analysis, observational data, stationary 
random process, correlation models, spectral models, 
differential rotation, magnetic field, Sun 
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The purpose of the present study is the estimation of the latitudinal drift of the unbalance magnetic field stream as a 
whole and determination of the differential rotation and the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream components 
possessing the certain significant rotation periods, and also comparison of these two drift types. 

 

2 The Observational Material and Data Time Series Construction 
 
The input data of the estimation problems are synoptic maps data of longitudinal vector of the magnetic field strength 
on the Sun on the 26 years observational interval since January, 1, 1977 till the September, 30, 2003, obtained in the 
Kitt Peak National Observatory (USA) and submitted to the author. On the basis of the synoptic maps analysis 7 
characteristic ranges of the magnetic field strength are allocated and in each range in each of 28 5° latitude bands in the 
latitudinal interval of [-70°; 70°] the time series (length of 128520 samples everyone) of the magnetic field unbalance 
stream values equal to the difference of the streams "+" (N) (from the Sun) and "-" (S) (to the Sun) polarities in each 
sample are constructed. 

For each of the allocated 7 strength intervals in the range [0; 1500] Gs in everyone of 28 series each term of series 
represents the stream of the magnetic fields unbalance with strength Hk on the central meridian of the Sun from the 
surface element in a latitude band φn width's 1° longitudes and height's 5° latitudes in an instant time tl ( )128520,1=l : 

(|N|-|S|)(Hk , φn, tl), 

where (|N|-|S|) – signify a difference of the absolute values of the streams of the magnetic fields «+» (N) и «-» (S) 
polarities. The sampling time is 0757,0=∆t  day (1° of the solar longitude) 

Fig. 1 depicts such 5 series on one graph for the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the magnetic fields strength 
interval of [0; 5] Gs for five 5° latitude bands at the latitudes from the interval of [5°; 25°] of the northern Sun 
hemisphere. 

 
Fig. 1. Temporal variations of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength interval [0; 5] Gs for five 5° 

latitude bands at the latitudes from the interval of [5°; 25°] of the northern Sun hemisphere 

At the estimation of the latitudinal drift of the magnetic fields unbalance stream as a whole and the latitudinal drift 
of the unbalance stream separate components possessing particular significant rotation periods on the 26 years 
observation interval is used the mathematical model of the unbalance stream as stationary random process [3] in each 
latitude band. Within the framework of this model the stationary problems of the latitudinal drift of the unbalance 
stream as a whole, and the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream components rotating with significant periods as the 
dominant tendencies (the drift and the rotation) on the long-duration observation interval are solved. 

 

3 Latitudinal Drift of the Magnetic Fields Unbalance Stream as a Whole 
 
At the estimation of the latitudinal drift of the magnetic fields unbalance stream the method of the time delay definition 
of the unbalance stream as a whole as a wave train in a latitude band with a latitude |n-1| concerning the unbalance 
stream in the next band with the greater latitude |n|, based on the definition of a delay lag=τ  of cross correlation 
function ( )τ1−nnR  which corresponds to a absolute maximum of this function was used [3]: 

( )






= − τ

τ
1maxarg nnRlag  
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Latitudes of the bands |n-1| and |n| are specially taken modulo that both in southern, and in northern hemispheres of 
the Sun the band |n| corresponded to higher next latitude, than a band |n-1|. 

At 0>lag  we have an advance of the unbalance stream as a whole as a wave train, presented by the corresponding 
series, in a band |n-1| in comparison with the unbalance stream in a latitude band |n| (subject to taking of values n-1 and 
n modulo). Therefore, in each Sun hemisphere at 0>lag  the drift of the unbalance stream as a whole from low 
latitudes to high latitudes (to poles) takes place. Accordingly at 0<lag  in each Sun hemisphere the drift of the 
unbalance stream as a whole from high latitudes to low latitudes (to equator) takes place. 

In practice the value lag  was determined in the degree measure in measuring unit of 0,1° which meant, on how 
many the decimal part of degree advance (retard) the magnetic fields unbalance stream in a latitude band |n-1| the 
unbalance stream in a band |n|. Since the time interval between the next samples in each temporal series amount 

0757,0=∆t  day that corresponds 1° on the longitude, time shift τ  in days of the cross-correlation function ( )τ1−nnR , 
corresponding to its found absolute maximum will express through the found value Lag  in measuring unit of 0,1° as 
follows: 

LagLagt *00757,0**1,0 =∆=τ  (day) 

The results of the values Lag  estimating in measuring units of 0,1° for the magnetic field strength interval of [0; 
20] Gs are represented on the fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. The latitudinal variations on the Sun of the cross-correlation function shifts in the next latitude bands for the 

magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength interval of [0; 20] Gs 

Taking into account distances between medial lines of 5° latitude bands, it is possible to determine the velocities of 
the latitudinal drift of the magnetic fields unbalance stream of different strength, which latitudinal dependences for the 
magnetic strength range [0; 20] Gs are displayed on the fig. 3. 

The analysis of the obtained latitudinal dependences of the cross-correlation function time shift and velocities of the 
latitudinal drift of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength range of [0; 700] Gs results in following 
conclusion. 

 
Fig. 3. The latitudinal dependences of the latitudinal drift velocities of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the 

strength range of [0; 20] Gs. 
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For the fields of strength [0; 200) Gs the pattern of the latitudinal drift velocity variation is qualitatively similar for 
the all strength ranges which are included in this interval. From the latitudes of ﾱ (15° - 20°) the unbalance stream drift 
in each hemisphere of the Sun to the areas of high and low latitudes takes place. With move off this latitude interval the 
drift velocity decreases up to 5-10 m/s at latitudes of ±60° and on equator. 

For the fields of strength [200-700) Gs the pattern is essentially another. Since at all latitudes Lag < 0 takes place 
and the latitude drift velocity is negative, the movement from high latitudes to low latitudes is observed only. The 
greatest velocities are observed at latitudes of ±(15° - 20°) and of ±(40° - 45°). 

For the fields of all strength values there is a noticeable difference in velocities of the latitudinal drift between 
northern and southern hemispheres of the Sun. 
 
4 The Latitudinal Drift of the Separate Components of the Unbalance Stream, 

Possessing Certain Significant Rotation Periods 
 

At the solving of the problem 1) the method of determination of temporal delay of the unbalance stream as a whole as a 
wave train in the latitude band |n-1| concerning the next band with the greater latitude |n|, based on the estimation of 
cross correlation function ( )τ1−nnR  lag lag=τ  which corresponds to absolute maximum of this function was used. The 
direction of the latitudinal drift (to equator or to a pole) is determined by sign of lag. At the solving of the problem 2) 
using Welch method the power spectral density Gn(P) in each latitude band |n| and the cross power spectral density 
(CPSD) Gn n-1(P) (P - rotation period) processes in the next latitude bands |n| and |n-1| are estimated. Regarding the 
significant peaks Gn(P) the significant rotation periods P_peak are determined, and on the base of Gn n-1(P_peak) the 
phase angle of CPSD ( )peakPnn _1−θ  is calculated. On the base of ( )peakPnn _1−θ  the temporal delay ( )peakPnn _1−τ  
for harmonic component of the unbalance stream rotating with significant period P_peak is determined. On the known 
distance along the meridian between medial lines of the next latitude bands and on the estimated temporal delay 

( )peakPnn _1−τ  the velocity of the latitudinal drift of these components to equator or to a pole is determined. 
In the same latitude band can exist from one up to four different rotation periods corresponding to significant PSD 

peaks. These different rotation periods presented in the some current band, are spread to different on the width intervals 
of the next latitude bands everyone. An example of the power spectral density dependences from the period in the 
period interval of [20; 35] day for the time series of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength interval of [10; 
20] Gs in the latitude band interval of [5°; 35°] in the northern Sun hemisphere is represent on the fig. 4. 

In the table 1 values of the determined periods, which correspond to the significant peaks, occurring, as a minimum, 
in three next latitude bands and in two strength intervals are represented. The latitude intervals in which these periods 
occur in the spectrums constructed for five strength intervals are indicated. 

The phase angle ( )Pnn 1−θ  of cross spectral density Gn n-1(P) at each value of period P is determined as follows: 
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Fig. 4. The power spectral density dependences from period in the period interval of [20; 35] day for the time series of 
the magnetic fields unbalance stream in the strength interval of [10-20) Gs in the latitude bands interval of [5°; 35°] 

northern hemisphere of the Sun 
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Tab. 1. Intervals of latitudes with the determined periods of significant PSD peaks in the 5 ranges of magnetic field 
strength 

Magnetic field intervals, Gs Period length, day 

0 -5   5-10 10-20 20-50 50-200 
26,912  -25 ÷ -5 -15 ÷ +15 -20 ÷ +35  
27,717 -45 ÷ -15 -35 ÷ -15 -25  ÷ -15   
28.092 -65 ÷ -25 -65 ÷ -20 -65 ÷ -20 -40 ÷ -20 -30 ÷ -20 
28,414 5 ÷ 50 20 ÷ 50 25 ÷ 40   
29,512  60 ÷ 70 -65 ÷ - 40, 

65 ÷ 70 
 60 ÷ 70 

30,323 45 ÷ 70 45 ÷ 70 45 ÷  70  -65 ÷ -45 
40 ÷  65 

 

30,603  55 ÷ 70 60 ÷ 70    
31,376 -65 ÷ -50 -65 ÷ -45    

The positive phase angle ( ) 01 >− Pnnθ  in a latitude band n show, on how many degrees on a longitude the harmonic 
component with period P of the rotation process of the magnetic fields unbalance stream in a latitude band (n-1) lags 
behind from harmonic component with period P in a band n. At ( ) 01 <− Pnnθ  the corresponding harmonic component 
with period P advancing takes place. 

With the phase angle computed according to (1) is unequivocally related the time shift ( )Pnn 1−τ  at the 
corresponding rotation period P which is determined per phase angle (5) as follows [3, 4]: 

( ) ( ) ( )πθτ 2/.11 PPP радnnnn ×= −−  (day) 

After determination according to (2) time shifts ( )Pnn 1−τ  for any value of significant rotation period it is possible 
to estimate the velocity of the latitudinal drift of harmonic component with period P of rotation process of the magnetic 
fields unbalance stream: 
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- distance on the meridian between medial lines of the next 5° latitude bands (meter), and SunR  - radius of the Sun. 
The velocity sign of the latitude drift )(1 PV nn −  coincides with the sign of the shift ( )Pnn 1−τ  and, accordingly, phase 

angle ( )Pnn 1−θ . 

On the fig. 5 and fig. 6 the latitudinal dependences of the phase angle and the latitudinal drift velocity of the 
magnetic fields unbalance stream components rotating with periods in the small interval of [27; 28) day for five 
strengths ranges of magnetic fields are shown. 

 

Fig. 5. Latitudinal dependences of the phase angle of the magnetic fields unbalance stream components rotating with 
periods in the interval of [27; 28) day for five magnetic field strength ranges 
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Fig. 6. Latitudinal dependences of the latitudinal drift velocity of the magnetic fields unbalance stream components 

rotating with periods in the interval of [27; 28) day for five magnetic field strength ranges 

On fig. 7 the obtained dependences of significant rotation periods of the harmonic components of the unbalance 
stream from the latitude of their emersion on the Sun surface for five magnetic field strength ranges are depict. 

The latitude of emersion on the Sun surface is the lowermost latitude (modulo) in southern and northern hemisphere 
on which appear the rotation of the unbalance stream structures with some significant periods and higher which the 
structures drift by rotation along the latitude to poles, and lower which - to equator. 

From the graphs shown on fig. 7, it is visible, that except for the magnetic field srength range of [50; 200) Gs, in all 
other strength ranges the rotation with a major period from the interval [20; 35] day arises at the higher emersion 
latitudes. 

 

Fig. 7. The dependences of significant rotation periods of the unbalance stream structures from the emersion latitude for 
different magnetic field strength ranges. 

 
5 Conclusion 
 

The correlation and spectral models of the stationary random processes describing the fields rotation in the assigned 
latitude bands of the Sun have been effectively applied for the estimation of stationary differential rotation and the 
latitudinal drift of magnetic fields on the Sun. 

At the estimation of the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream components, possessing the significant rotation 
periods at magnetic field strengths of [0; 200) Gs the supposition about simultaneous and enough long-lived existence 
in same and in different latitude intervals of the unbalance stream structures with different rotation periods is accepted. 

Within the framework of this assumption the comparison of the estimates of the cross correlation function time 
shifts (in degrees) with phase angles of the cross spectral density in the next latitude bands and the latitudinal drift 
velocities of the unbalance stream as a whole with the latitudinal drift velocities of the unbalance stream structures 
possessing the significant rotation periods has shown qualitative coincidence of the latitudinal drift of these two types. 

Thus, at the magnetic field strength of [0; 200) Gs the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream as a whole is 
determined generally a latitude drift of its structures rotated with significant periods in some latitude intervals, 
enveloping from three and more five-degree latitude bands. 
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The comparison of the latitudinal drift of the unbalance stream as a whole and the drift of its structures with 
significant rotation periods at the magnetic field strength of [0-200) Gs allows to represent the differential rotation of 
the Sun as follows: 

The unbalance stream structures possessing the significant rotation periods (velocities), arising at the emersion 
latitudes(of 20° and higher - depending from period), drift sideways poles, and at latitudes lower than latitudes of 
emersion move to equator, maintaining their rotation periods (velocities). 

To have been shifting to poles from the latitude of emersion approximately on 20 ° (or more - depending from the 
period), structures with some significant periods cease to exist as a unit everyone, giving up the place to other structures 
with other significant rotation periods (velocities). 

The found out incremental dependences of the rotation period of the unbalance stream structures from the latitude of 
their emersion can be caused by the rotation of more deep stratums of the Sun which are responsible for the formation 
of the background magnetic fields and their umbalance. 
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